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MEMORANDUM' FOR RECIPIENTS OF PPD-6 

SUBJECT: Distribution of PPD-6 

Attached i s your agency's copy of Presidential Policy 
Directive/PPD-6. This Presidential document should be carefully 
safeguarded. 

Since PPDs communicate new Presidential policy sensitive foreign 
policy and national security topics, copi es should be 
redistributed within your department or agency only on a 
need-to-know basis . Broader dissemination of policy decisions, 
as necessary, should take place by providing relevant portions 
in agency directives or policy guidance. 

PPDs should not be redistributed beyond your department or 
agency without the advance approval ·of the National Security 
Staff (NSS). Likewise, all public requests for copies of or 
access to PPDs, or Presidential Directives of prior 
administrations, should be referred to the NSS. All such 
requests for redistribution should be faxed to the NSS Senior 
Director for Records and Access Managemen t at (202) 456-9200. 

Tibbits 
Executive Secretary 
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SUBJECT: u.s. Policy 

To 
an outcome we 

As our National Security Strategy states: "Through an 
aggressive and affirmati ve development agenda and commensur ate 
resources, we can· strengthen the regional partners we need to 
help us stop conflicts and counter global criminal networks; 
build a stable, inclusive global economy with new sources of 
prosperity; advance democracy qnd human rights; and ultimately 
position ourselves to bett~ key global challenges by 
growing the ranks of ·pros ": ous, le , and democratic states 
that can be .our partners ahead. 11 

Development is thus ind e forward defense of 
America's interests y growing global economic 
integration and the fragmentat ·. ol i tical power; by the 
rise of emerging · powers and t~ stent weakness of fragile 
states; by the potential boy-' o b i zation and risks posed 
by transnational threats; a 1 ··~relenting chal lenge of 
hunger, poverty, .disease ~n~~~w .~:o~~~ cl~mate change .. The 
successful pursu1t of d · .-. 4 ent1al to advanc1ng our 
national security objectives: security, prosperity, respect 
for universal values, and . a just and sustainable international 
order. Our investments in development -- and the policies we 
pursue that support development -- can encourage and support 
broad-based growth and democratic governance, facilitate the 
stabilization of countries emerging from crisis or conflict, 
address the poverty that is a ~ denominator in the myriad 
challenges we face, and ad-v.: " gf8 ~ commitments to the basic 
welfare and dignity of al d . 



of workers and fami lie 
of global i zation, cut off from 
to modern technologies . And 
human rights when hunger and 
governance and rule of law 

By investing in devel 
challenges of today whi 

on the wrong side . 
and without access 
advance democracy and 

threaten to undermine the 
those rights real. 

effectively meet the 
risks of tomorrow. 

We must raise the profile of our development obj-ectives and 
bui ld our development capabilities in pursuit of an affirmative 
agenda that advances our national securi t y objectives. And, as 
we elevate development as a core pill ar of America's power, we 
must ensure that our distinct development/ diplomacy, and 
defense e f forts mutually reinforce and complement one another 
in an integrated comprehens We will also further 
balance our civilian and address conflict, 
instapility, - and humanit United States will 
most effectively advance values when we 
approach our national s a unified whole, 
rather than just the sum 

In my Jul y 2009 speech in vision of 
sustainable development that ties for more 
people, enabl ed by democra and capable, reliable, 
and transparent i nstitut by people who are 
provided with the tools ir own destinies. 
I also made clear that aid is but orre of the tools at our 
disposal, and i s not an end in itself ~ The purpose of foreign 
assis.tance must be creating t he conditions where it is no longer 
needed . 

We wil l pur sue development through 
Development built on col laboration 
the local . leadership and 
lasting results . Of cours 
shared responsibility . 
is a long- term propositi 
on the choices of politi 
institutions in developing countr 
responsibl y, set in place good 
conducive to development, 
Where ' t hose condi tions are 
sustained progress, no matt 
extent of our engagement . 

partne rship, not patronage. 
is more likely to engender 

tur n good ideas into 
rshi p is based on 
ainable development 
depends importantly 
he quality of 

l eaders govern 
and make i nvestments 

achieved. 
engineer 

intentions or the 



While U.S. policies t substitute for the 
actions o f other governments, rk with other government 
and nongovernmental partners international institutions 
to create incentives for make these choices by · 
rewarding sound policies commitments of 
resources; enhanced trade ties; bilateral and 
multilateral engagement; s designed to -build 

~~-~~~--~~~~ government capacity L-~~sectors of developing 
economies, such as agriculture and health systems; and through 
the provision of enhanced security capacity. 

We have learned a ·great deal over the l ast 50 years about what 
works and what does not ; about the difference between our inputs 
and outcomes; and about the importance. and availability of the 
facts that ca~ inform our analysis of outcomes. Our development 
policy and practice will be ; the disciplined assessment 
of impact. Simply put, p '·rams an ... olicies that might make 
us feel good , but do not e l · "':o:~su< .s, will be phased out; 
programs a~d policies th~ y · ld ~g~e.and sustainable 
outcomes w~ll be scaled - e;f;l~ 0~ b~g-hearted, but also 
hard-headed. , ."' 

I . .. . 

. Ultimately, our new gl l development will focus 
our Government on criti t f elping to create a world 
with more prosperous and ·· es, able to meet the 
needs of their people an pa ners in addressing 
common threats, challen · _i ties. My 
Admini stration's approach is built on thr ee pillars: a pol icy 
focused on sustainable development outcomes that places a 
premium on broad-based economic growth and democratic 
governance, game-changing innovations, and sustainable systems 
for achieving high- impact development that helps people meet 
their basic needs; a new operational model that posi tions the 
United States to be a more partner and to leverage our 
leadership; and a modern a t elevates development 
as a key pillar of U. S. f harnesses development · 
capabilities spread ac support of common 
?bjectives. 

This Policy 
bipartisan consensus on devel~n.~·~ 

context of our National Sec 
formalizes many core tenets 
p lace by recent adminis 

w and lasting 
icy within the broader 

egy. · It ~uilds on a nd 
~~~J~ment agenda set in 

and approaches that res:~;:~~~ti!!!:~:!:i~~!!;~ 

ing new priorities 
we now confront. 



A Pol i c y Focused on Su 

enumerated in legislati 

Therefore, the central challenge in formulating-a new U.S . 
development policy is to identify distinct policy objectives, 
prioriti ze among them, and then align resou rces and attention 
accordingly. The Unfted States will always have multiple 
objectives for its development policy _- - seeking and preserving 
peace and stability in the face of national security challenges, 
creating the conditions for~able economic growth and more 
accountable, demo.cratic gVnance, ~d responding to basic . 
human needs. Over the l s l ~ades, trade-offs among 
these development objec v~ ee~tmade implicitly rather 
than e xplicitly, and th t pr~ce~ has more often driven 
rather than been informe y the ltti~tlation of clear 
development priorities. Moving ~rw a, the United States 
will: . .. 

Foster the next eneration our 
focus on broad-based econ,. _ -. c 
Economic growth is the ~ that will eventually 
transform the developing world, and the only sustail!able way to 
accelerate development and eradicate poverty . In order to 
achie ve these objectives , the United States will : 

• Elevate broad-based economic growth - - ultimately. the key 
to sustainable development -- as a top priority/ ensuring 
that our investments and p~~- are guided by a rigorous 
assessment of what we ca~6~ o . countries achieve that 
objective. .~- ._ 

• .Increase our focus - 
engagement -- in suppo 
where the political and 
sustain progress . 

• 



• Track concrete progr 

• Increase ·our investments and engagement in development-focused 
innovation -by seeking and then scaling up potential game
changing technologies such as vaccines for neglected diseases, 
weather- resistant seed varieties, and clean energy 
technologies. 

• Increase public funding 
funding -- for ·develop 
done by capitalizing 
sustainable models to 

Place 

our 
partners to 

• Investing in systemic sol~-~re sufficient capacity 
exists, su~h as buildin ~taina . public health systems, 
productive agricultura ec~ go nmental capacity to 

r~ ·""' deliver public service im erne le. - carbon development 
strategies, and combat ptio a~ legal and . regulatory 
structures to protect rights a , ac . s to services. A focus 

_central to how we approach · ni_ ian assistance and our 
pursuit of the objectives O · · in .he Millennium 

. . 4 
Development Goals. " ...- · 



\ 
Tailor develo ment ~traM! tab ;1 ization and ost-crisis 
situations to the context ha There is an 
obvious difference between our ve~ments in Afghanistan and 
Ghana . In Afghanistan, as ir:th conflict and p~st -conflict 
countries, assistance effor~ ar nec~sarily focused on the 
immediate challenges pose -~ s a ~ lltion and reconstruction. 
Achieving sustainable de opment out gmes in complex 
environments is challe lity and transparency can 
be elusive, and absorptive is often constrained. Yet 
sustainable economic growth remains a long- terrn ·goal, and our · 
immediate civilian efforts must be tied to a transition strategy 
aimed at long-term development. Applying lessons from past 
experiences, the United States will: 

• Pursue development strategie? that are appropriate to the 
circumstances and progra _ ~ .es accordingly, taking into 
account our coFe inter~s and t ·- 'mportance of linking our 
investments to a long- r~~ eg =, 

• Seek to maximize the· pmen im ~ct of our investments 
~y bringi~g development ex~ert~~e t~· bear in d~signing our 
~ntervent~ons and by adopt~nod~et~~cs, appropr~ate to our 
objectives and· the context~).P~a· { which we can measure 
progress . . 

• Make investments in t rity sectors where 
security sector assis d with the goal of 
bui l ding capable, effective, and accountable institutions that 
can provide security for citizens, respect human rights , and 
help us to address common security. challenges. 

Hold all r ecipients of U.S. assistance accountable for achieving 
development results. We must hold accountable all countries to 
which the United States prov· . ·stance, including those to 
which we have provided sub tial a ~stance over years or 
decades . Going forward, U · S \ es will: 

•\ 

• even in 
been driven 

~ions. We will give 
reforms essential for 



in these countries 
of 

Three of my Administrat 
elements of our 

be determined by a _range 
meeting development 

policy analysis and 

reflect key 

Feed the Future (FTF) i s the U. S. component of a global 
initiative launched by my Administration at the -London Summit of 
the G-20 . FTF is aimed at promoting food security by 
accelerating economic growth through greater agricultural 
productivity, increasing - incomes and market access for the 
rural poor, and enhancing nutrition. 9ur efforts are driven 
by country strategies and coordinated wi t h those of other 
donors. We are leveraging t~ement of other stakeholders, 
including the pr·ivate sect~, aca~ -~\' f oundations, 
multilateral institut~onlt,~ ant]lo~ nmental organizations. 
This includes the establ ~ hme o t h Global Agriculture and . . . 
Food Security Program(~-- } u l 'lateral trust fund, 
based at the World Bank an aunc d ~ the United States . 
in collaboration with other · , j nt: ludi ng private 
philanthropy -- designed to po, farmers grow more 
and earn more. 

Our Global Health Initiat' fS on the foundation laid 
by President George Bus · ation of the President's 
Emergency Program for AIDS (PEPFAR) . Taking into account 
the lessons learned over the last decade, and with an eye to 
achieving greater and more sustainable impact, the GHI expands 
our g l obal health effort and impact by improving disease 
treatment, integrating our interventions and expanding our 
investments to strengthen health systems , improve maternal 
child health, address neglecte~~ical diseases, and foster 
increased research and deve ~~,~~~ 

is 

ange Finance focuses on 
ateral, multi1ateral, 
~er the coming years 



These in game-changing 
and 

A New Operational Model 

·The effectiveness of ~ur development policy will .derive in large 
measure from how we engage, from our ability to take into full 
account the complexity of development challenges, the changing 
development landscape, and from_our commitment to incorporate 
development expertise and an~ion toward results. Moving 
forward, the United State~l : 

Be more selective about ~r~ Wfi ch sectors we work. 
We cannot do all things, ~ w :: l , tstJmd do them everywhere . 
Instead, we must: focus our effor ·. · J.n tp:der to maximize our 
long-term impact. The United S~ es 11: 

• and 
sectors; and 

nd sectors that allow 

• Demand greater focus from our assistance programs within 
countries, especially those with small programs, on 
investments strategically ·chosen i n key areas, such as health 
systems, sustainable energy, and food security that shape 
countries' stability and prosperity. 

• Reallocate resources an 
support of those effor 
impact. 

policy instruments in 
that yield the greatest 

and 
that 

governance, and 

• Respond directly to co making new investments 
in · l ine with estab.lish egies and count ry 
development plans based on broad consultatio n . 



• Empower responsible 
sustain outcomes by working 
rather than around them . 

Forge a deliberate division'-of 
United States wil l : 

• Seek an explicit divi 
on select _countries and regions. 

-~ 
·;~ 

~rive development and 
, national institutions 

key donors . The 

focusing our efforts 

· • Focus our expertise in a smaller number of sectors, such as · 
those relevant to achieving sustainable economic growth, with 
an emphasis on selectivity and an orientation towa rd results. 

• development 
to ensure 

will: 

• partnership with private 
conception to 

_. verage our investments 
~~~~~~~~,~:Whshington and the field. 

Strengthen key multilateral capabilities. The United States 
will: 

• Redouble efforts to support, reform, and modernize those 
multilateral development organizations most critical to our 
interests. 

• Renew our leadership in 
ensuring that we take 
·developing our strateg 
our respective efforts. 

• Create new multilateral 

modernizing current 

development banks, 
expertise in 
and coordinating 

where needed, as 
forum for our 
eye toward 

rchitecture . 



Drive our r 
of analysi s of impact. 

• Set in place rigorous proc 
of policies and programs, 
resources accordinglyr 
analysis from other i 
back into the policy 

a 1ication 

evaluate the impact 
esults and reallocate 
levant evidence and 

feed what we learn 
ss. 

• Undertake· a more substantial investment of resources in 
monitoring and evaluation with a focus on rigorous and 
high-quality impact evaluations. 

A Modern Architecture 

To ensure the effective imp 
United States will raise 
national security policy 
approach to country, 
clear lines of authori 
greater 

of our new policy, the 
e of development in our 

, ensure a coordinated 
1 strategi es by creating 
ity, and generate 

s Government: 

development impacts are with other strategic 
considerations, ·and tha . rtise is brought to 
bear in decisionmaking, the Administrator of the United States 
Agency for ·rnternational Development (USAID) will be included in 
meetings of the Nat i onal Security Council (NSC), as appropriate . 
The Administrator will report to the Secretary of State, who 
will ensure that development and diplomacy are effectively 
coordinated and mutually reinforcing in the operation of o-ur 
foreign policy. 

Recognizing the distinct 
State and USAID, the 2010 
Review wi l l propose step 

· development capabil"i ties 
foreign policy. In addition, as 
developing countries are being 
mechanisms (e.g ., trade pol 
Representative's Trade Pol i 
of the "development impact 
in the analysis . 

es of the Department of 
lomacy and Development 

lomatic and. 
conduct of our 

jor policies affecting 
through existing policy 

the United States Trade 
etc_), an assessment 
s will be included 



Reestablish the Uni ted obal leader on 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

i l ' nvolve attracting and 
_- hening our development 
'ng away from focusing 

USAID will be a leader in the discipline of development. To 
this end, USAID will develop robust pol icy, planning, and 
evaluation capabilities. It will also assume responsibility 
and accountability for crafting and implementing a core 
development and humanita ~ tance budget as part of a 
comprehensive U.S. fore ·_-· e bu.dget approved by the 
Secretary · of State. l'{ , . . 
USAI D will work with ~ agenlf._es IJ}O formulate the U.S . 
approach to multi-country cro G/cu~ 'ng sector development 
strategies and lead these ,ef ts ~ ere appropriate. 

~~~~-~ ~ther agenc~es to 
~ ~t1on strateg1es that 
~~~q with host countries to 

~~~~~~~~~.ape countries' overal l 

To be a more effective partner and . achieve greater returns 
from United States Government investments, USAID will 
streamline its operating methods and practices, including 
by becoming more transparent. Speed and flexibility will 
characterize its operatt5;' o:Q - Q """· ccelerated development 
progress, we will empha e inv est ts that benefit girls 
and women. · 

• 

USAID will become a l~ cho · " f ] 
edge development learning, res 
produce breakthrough results. ~- n 
strengthen its organization 
and external partners to 
development challenges. 

those seeking cutting 
nd best practice s that 

er areas, it will 
ility to draw on Federal 

e broad·range of 



• 

management program, 
proce sses reforms. 

-changing innovation as 
par tnerships to leverage 

inst our strategic 

Critical, too, is a commitment to enhancing the capabilities 
of the Millennium Challenge Corporation (MCC) arid better 
coordinating its efforts with those of USAID artd U.S. 
development policy more general ly. We attach great importance 
to the United States leadership position within the mul tilateral 
development banks, and the Department of the Treasury will be 
responsible for coordinating United States Government efforts 
with the multilateral devel ~ 
of our global leadership 
effectively draw on the 
excellence across the Un 

and 

rms and enhances the 
policy, planning, and 

Establish mechanisms for ensuring coherence in U.S. development 
policy across the United States Government. Our new policy will 
require a more deliberate and rigorous policymaking and review 
process, one that engages expertise across the . United States 
Government, defined by the following elements: a U.S. Global 
Development Strategy, to be undertaken every ~ years and 
approved by the President i a . , ial Diplomacy and 
Development Review to be~· o~te.d y 4 years by the 
Department of State and U " D, , , . stablishment of 
Interagency Policy Commit e C) 
the National Security St ~~ S), 
decisionmak1ng where agency posit ' 
development policy ·across the ex ' 



1 The IPC will r~port 
to the NSC 

Beyond the issues by the White House, 
the Secretary of State will~oo~d U.S. ~oreign assistance 
and the Secretary of the }'-Qasuc: · coord~nate U.S. 
assistance through the m~lilateral d&telopment banks, 
consistent with their e~~tng:Je§al~thorities . The Secretary 
of State will work in collaboration with agencies that have lead 
responsibility under existing legal authorities·in relevant 
areas - - such as the Treasury (multilateral development banks), 
United States Trade Representative (trade policy), Commerce 
(export promotion policy} - - and others to formulate coherent 
country and regional engagement strategies, consistent with 
guidance established by Principals and Deputies . In the field, 
the chief of mission will e coherence and coordination 
of development cooperatio~ agencies. 

of 

Foster the integration o a abilities eeded to address com lex 
security environments. · ~ §i;iit policy challenges, 
especially those in complex security envi ronments, demand an 
effective integration of all the tools of American power. The 
United States will seek an enhanced level of interagency 
cooperation in these environments by_ ·providing strong incE:mti ves 
for the design of common analysis, planni ng, and programs so 
that the distinct perspectives of development, diplomacy, and 

meetings as 
reasury, Defense, 

ealth and Human 
anagement and Budget, 

presentative of the 
Council of .Economic 

Advisers, Office of Science y Poliey, Office of 
the Director of National I y~lligence, ited States Agency 
for International Develo · , ., ort Bank of the 
United States, Joint Chie -~-of · st~ff~-- Peace Corps, Overseas 
Private Investment Corporation, Millennium Challenge 
Corporation, and United States Trade and Development Agency. 



defense -- along with 
harnessed in pursuit. of 

~ New Partnership 

agencies -- are 
ecurity . 

My Administrat ion is closely with the 
Congress to establish the way forward on 

·global development . en at the forefront of 
efforts to build up U.S. development capabilities and to chart 
new directions and priorities. Any meaningful and permanent 
change to how we approach development will require engagement 
with and buy-in from the Congress. In forging this new 
partnership,· we will seek greater flexibilities/ including a 
reduction in earmarks and the ability to reallocate funding from 
less to more effective programs, while committing departments 
and agencies to a much of accountability for 
results . 

Implementation. 

The NSS will coordinate 
this Policy Directive/ 
process. 

community to implement 
FY 2012 · budget 




